
Paperweight Tutorial - by Jim Kelso
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may produce toxic or hazardous substances in the process of employment, such as dust or other evolved products.  
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Here’s a paperweight in Vera wood with the moth in shakudo (4% gold/96% copper), copper and 22k gold. 
The Vera is quite heavy and the sandblasted surface makes it quite convincing as a stone. All the metal-
work was carved and fabricated from sheet. About 5.75 inches long.

The spots are soldered plugs of copper, 22k gold and shakudo. I made them go the full thickness of the 
wing because of the deep scalloping of the wings. A conventional inlay would have been very tricky to 
pull off. Even so, it was a lot of work. All the pieces had to be sawn and fitted then soldered and gaps 
chased closed. This photo shows the through-hole on the right and with fitted plugs on the left.



This is after the soldering and carving and showing the gaps being chased closed. I tried to engrave 
the solder away and chase the gaps to leave as little solder showing as possible.

The wood has no finish. Vera is filled with oil and is nearly impossible to glue or finish convention-
ally. 



And a closer shot of the moth. Metals are shakudo, copper and 22k gold. 

The shakudo is from Phil Baldwin, Shining Wave Metals
The long dimension is 2.75” (70mm). Thickness is .09” (2.3mm)
This photo shows the main lines engraved and the beginning of the wing carving with a flat wheel 
burr. 



Here I’m carving the wing contours with a large carbide burr. I hold the piece with a jeweler’s ring 
clamp while I’m carving.

Here you see the finished contours and the pattern for the head in frosted mylar with the gold sheet 
stock. After roughing the contours with burrs I smoothed them with files, rubberized abrasives and 
fiber wheels. The blotches are just oxidation.

Question:  From an earlier post you mentioned that the Vera doesn’t take to glue due to its oils, 
how have you attached the beastie to the base and is the base also sand blasted?



Answer:  There are pins that are under the gold triangles on the wings. You’ll see this clearly later. 
The pins go into cavities in the wood. The cavities are seriously undercut so that epoxy filling them 
forms a plug, holding the pins. The pins are also roughed up to give more adhesion. The base is 
sand blasted with no finish.

Don, I guess that burr is a little big, but I think it makes it easier to not create divots and flat 
spots.
Chatter control is a matter of trial and error to find the sweet spot of rpm. Those big burrs are a real 
time saver and then I can spend whatever time I need to smooth and contour with the other tools. 
For those burrs I use the biggest Foredom handpiece (#30? I think) and pretty low rpm, I would 
guess around 5K. Part of this method involves having a solid holding device that helps prevent 
grabbing and also having the direction of the burr pulling away from the holder and not into it. 
This helps prevent grabbing too. I’ll try to get a photo of this. The holder also keeps your fingers 
at a distance and away from heat build-up.

Here’s a shot showing the jeweler’s ring-clamp holding a piece of copper in a typical scenario. 
You’ll notice that holding it like this the chips are flying right at you so you need to do it behind 
a shield and also wear glasses. Holding like this gives the maximum control. I use both of my 
thumbs against the clamp and/or each other for support. You can see the clamp has taken a fair bit 
of grief over time. It has leather padded jaws.



Here’s a shot of the ring-clamp, a very simple but effective holding device. One end is rounded and 
the other square. The wedge makes it very fast to get work in and out. 

Moving along on the moth, the next step was to introduce the spots, which are rather like soldered 
bulls’ eye sections of varying alloys. You can see in the photo how I left “handles” on the bits as I 
sawed and filed them until I was ready for the final fit. These handles made the sawing and filing a 
lot easier. Also shown here is the gold sheet that has been rough forged to shape for the head and 
antennae.



This shows one of the larger spots almost all sawn and fitted looking like a funny bird head with the 
“handles still attached. I wasn’t ultra concerned about getting the tightest fit as I planned to forge 
the gaps shut after the soldering.



Here’s the inlay in place pre-solder. The alloys are copper, gold, shakudo moving from out to in.

Showing the back post solder. I needed more than one heat to get the solder where I wanted it.  I 
used an “easy” or “medium” plumb solder, not sure.



Beginning the carving of the flutes after finishing everything level. I used my usual burr, rubber 
abrasive, fiber wheel progression.

This shot shows the tightening up of the joints between the different alloys. First I engraved out 
any gold solder and then chased the gaps closed with rounded punches. The spot in the upper right 
is pretty much tightened up and the one on the lower right has much to do. 



This shows the beginning of the engraving of the “hairy” wing parts. Not sure what these are cor-
rectly called. Any moth experts out there? As the engraving progresses, I use a fine abrasive (400 
alum. oxide) sandblasting to cut the shine and give everything a flat finish. I find this a great aid to 
seeing the actual form of everything. 

These inset gold triangles are functional as well as decorative. The pins go through the wings and 
hold the moth on the box along with the pin under the head. 



Chasing the texture on the wings. I also used this tool to close up the last little gaps remaining 
between the spot alloys.



After the texturing I engraved some accent/shading lines just to give a little more visual interest. I 
drew them on first with a photo marking pen and then made a series of parallel lines. You can see 
them better in the photos of the finished moth above.

Also showing the head engraving progressing. 
 

The final polish is achieved with a Japanese horse-hair brush (migaki-bake) and 800 grit silicon 
carbide powder in water. Traditionally this would be done with charcoal powder, but the s/c pow-



der does a more than credible job. All hail Ford Hallam for introducing this adjusted technique to 
the western barbarians! 

The last step is the alloy coloration. This is a subject calling for it’s own full tutorial (Ford?)   Basi-
cally the piece is boiled in a solution of rokusho (proprietary Japanese compound), copper sulphate 
and water. Shown is a feather brooch during the bath. 

I get the powder from Gesswein.  Mager Scientific has more grits available.

Here’s a shot of a fresher brush in action. I guess we all get droopy in the bristles sooner or later. 
If there’s enough interest I can order the brushes from Japan. They’re about $20. 


